Themis Bar Review Resources for GGU Law Students

Each GGU law student will receive an individual Themis account the summer before they begin at GGU. At different points in time during their law study, they will have access to the following:

1. **Pre-Law “1L Skills for Success” Program:**
   All entering 1Ls before orientation are required to watch several Themis online videos introducing them to foundational skills and what they should expect in their first year. Topics include case briefing, reading, transforming class notes, and outlining. These topics, as well as others, are reinforced and demonstrated at live presentations during orientation.

2. **Access to Law School Essentials ("LSE"):**
   All students have access to an online platform and hard copy books containing supplementary materials related to their 1L and upper division doctrinal courses. Materials include on-demand black letter law videos, outlines, and practice multiple choice questions and essays. Subjects include: Torts, Criminal Law, Real Property, Contracts, Civil Procedure, Constitutional Law, Corporations, Criminal Procedure, Evidence, and Wills & Trusts.

3. **1L Fall & Spring Simulated Exams:**
   1Ls near the end of their fall semester, and again in the spring semester, take a 30 question simulated MBE-style (Multistate Bar Exam) multiple choice exam in the final week of their mandatory Practice Intensive Course ("PIC") study groups. The exam covers subjects taken that semester. The purpose is to assess students’ knowledge of the material and help them identify areas to focus on during their final exam study. Academic Achievement is available to meet with students to review their results.

4. **3L/4L Early Bar Prep ("EBP") Course:**
   EBP is an optional, semester-long course taken in the last semester of law school where students review all seven MBE subjects (Civil Procedure, Constitutional Law, Contracts/Sales, Criminal Law/Procedure, Evidence, Real Property, and Torts). EBP allows students to begin their bar preparation early and serves as a seamless transition into the Themis Bar Review program after graduation.
5. **3L/4L Diagnostic MBE exam:**
   Students at the beginning of the EBP course take a 50 question simulated multiple-choice exam covering the seven MBE subjects. The purpose is to assess students' knowledge of the material and help them identify areas to focus on during their bar preparation.

6. **3L/4L Practical Legal Writing (“PLW”) Course:**
   PLW is an optional, semester-long course taken in the first semester of 3L/4L year where students learn how to master the performance test portion of the bar exam.

7. **Multistate Professional Responsibility Exam (“MPRE”) Review Course:**
   All students have access to a free, comprehensive online Themis MPRE review course, including on-demand lectures, outlines, and practice multiple choice questions.

8. **Themis Customized Bar Review Course:**
   During their post-graduation bar study, students who enroll with Themis Bar Review:
   a. Have access to a daily study schedule that includes lecture and homework assignments in the form of essays, multiple choice questions and performance test review;
   b. Are assigned an individual, attorney grader who grades and provides individualized feedback on all practice assignments.